Closing session
Local team

Your local team

- Aube: core team
- Baptiste: core team
- Daniele: core team
- Dash: core team, stream
- Feroz: food, coffee, local support
- Marne: logo, design (stickers, t-shirts...)
- Pierre-Yves: teasing video, stream
- Vi: core team
- lots of volunteers...
Le 6b
Netfreaks: video stream and recording

https://twitter.com/netfreaksfr

Videos will be available around September, watch the wiki.
Sponsor, Wi-Fi hardware, fiber workshop
Tea hardware, cushions, general logistics
Kostick

Stickers, t-shirts

https://kostick.org/blog/2019/06/26/battlemesh/
Fiber and Internet access
Administrative and financial
50-70 participants
29 talks, panels or workshops!
90 t-shirts, about 5 left
200 Maté bottles, 120 sold (drink more!)
200 beer bottles, everything sold in the end!
1 Gbps of upstream bandwidth
40-60 devices to hack/test?
Travel grants

- 18 applicants!
- 8 funded: South Africa, Brazil, Argentina, Senegal, Nigeria, Mexico, USA, Barcelona
- Visa refusal for the Nigerian applicant...
Money

Sponsors

- ISOC: 8000 €
- APC: 3500 €
- tetaneutral.net: 1000 €
- SCANI: 500 €
- qaul.net: 200 €
- exo.cat: 150 €
- Total: 14 k€
### Money

#### Expenses

- Event location: 2600 €
- Travel grants: 8200 €
- Communication and goodies: 500 €
- Welcome dinner / coffee / snacks: 1000 €
- Hardware (coffee machine, cables...): 500 €
- Social event: 200 €
- T-shirts: 700 € (covered by participants)
- Drinks: 700 € (covered by participants)

These are estimations
Positive feedback from the community meeting:
https://pad.gresille.org/p/wbmv12
- the livestream is awesome <3
- schedule was awesome (even if a bit late)
- the socialisation part
- open schedule / lightning talks
- welcome feeling
- travel grants
- inter-generation, inter-culture, inter-continental
What went not so good

Also feedback from the community meeting:

- testbed was not really ready for the testing
- no permanent testbed
- we need more open view of what’s happening (who’s working on what?)
- difficult to work on the testbed *and* follow the presentations all day
- maybe some people have a too big gap of knowledge
- too open? Missing “directions” for newcomers
- too much noise during the conferences
Fiber
Internet access for the event

- Dedicated fiber brought into the building by Ielo-Liazo
- 400 meters of fiber deployed below the street, one day of work
- Added wiring in the building to bring network upstairs
- 1 Gbps Internet access, thanks to Gitoyen
- The fiber will possibly be used for future projects with the 6b!
Fiber
Fiber